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  1、保密（ ），在   年解密后适用本授权书。 

































































Standard terms are prepared in advance by a party for repeated use and not 
negotiated with the other party. It is the inevitable result of benefit. The provisions of 
the format, widely repeated applications, greatly promoted the development of social 
economy, but the format clause itself also has the unreasonable place. Since the 
format of the terms of providers for monopoly or monopoly enterprises, often with the 
advantage of economic status, the pursuit of their own interests, stipulate in the 
contract that inequality in terms of, serious damage to the legitimate rights and 
interests of the party, far from fairness, justice value of the law. Therefore, to play in 
the format of the terms of the greatest value, it should be in the full analysis of the 
advantages and disadvantages of reasonable utilization and objective situation, face 
the reality existence malpractice, the format in terms of various aspects of the 
regulation, in order to achieve freedom and justice, the private interest and social 
interest balance. The author from the format in terms of the nature, characteristics, 
origin and development of law, and to the provisions of the format and make 
comprehensive evaluation, and then draw lessons from the foreign legislation and 
practice experience, the reality of our country on the basis of the status quo, finally 
proposes the corresponding improvement suggestion of comprehensive regulation. 
Except the introduction in this paper consists of four chapters, the article is 
structured as follows: 
The first chapter is an overview of format terms. Mainly introduces the format in 
terms of the concept and legal features, as well as the format in terms of the 
emergence and development . 
The second chapter mainly introduces the advantages and disadvantages of 
format terms. First introduced the format in terms of its economic value, the value of 
justice and the safety value, followed by the introduction of the format in terms of the 
limitation of freedom of contract and the abuse of illegal real equality. 
The third chapter in our country and abroad, the current situation of format 
terms. 
The fourth chapter of format terms of the comprehensive rules and improvement 
of making suggestions. 
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第一章  格式条款概述 
第一节  格式条款概念 
格式条款萌芽于 19 世纪初西欧的工厂与商人之间以约定俗成的条件订立格




















法协会(UNDROIT)于 1994 年制定完成的《国际商事合同通则》中，用标准条款 
(Standard terms)来表述格式条款。该“通则”第 2.19 条规定：“标准条款是指一
方为通常和重复使用的目的而预先准备的条款，并在实际使用时未与对方谈判。” 
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